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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• The Canadian Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry relies on exports to generate revenue. As trade
activity plummeted in 2020, the industry suffered shrinking revenue in turn. For more detail, please see the
International Trade chapter.

• The industry's level of competition is expected to grow as the market for industry products shrinks amid high levels
of encomic uncertainty. For more detail, please see the Basis of Competition chapter.

• Demand for industry products has fallen as rising economic uncertainty has reduced manufacturing and trade
activity. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada comprises manufacturers of electronic audio and

video equipment for home entertainment systems, vehicles and public areas. This industry excludes manufacturers
of photographic equipment and telephone answering machines.

Major Players There are no major players in this industry

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Manufacturing TV receivers

Manufacturing radio receivers

Manufacturing CD players

Manufacturing DVD, DVR and Blu-ray players

Manufacturing loudspeaker and commercial sound equipment

Manufacturing automobile audio equipment

The major products and services in this industry are:

Speakers

Automotive

TVs and accessories

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Computer Manufacturing in
Canada

Computer Peripheral
Manufacturing in Canada

Telecommunications Networking
Equipment Manufacturing in
Canada

Communications Equipment
Manufacturing in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Global Consumer Electronics
Manufacturing

Alarm, Horn & Traffic Control
Equipment Manufacturing in the
US

Audio & Video Equipment
Manufacturing in the US

Headphone Manufacturing

Fire & Smoke Alarm
Manufacturing

Electronic Article Surveillance
Product Manufacturing

Audio Visual Electronic
Equipment Manufacturing in
Australia

TV, DVD & Video Equipment
Manufacturing in China

Audio Equipment Manufacturing
in China

Automobile Audio Product
Manufacturing in China

Consumer Electronics
Manufacturing in the UK

Railway Signaling System
Manufacturing
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$545.5m
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

4.5%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

2.1%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$27.3m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-11.0%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

5.0%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-6.2pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

254
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

0.6%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.4%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

1,199
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

0.2%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.5%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$87.9m
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

3.8%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.6%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

-15.4%
Demand from car and automobile
manufacturing

1.8%
Per capita disposable income

9.1%
Corporate profit

6.6%
Housing starts

1.5%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Concentration
Low   Barriers to Entry

High / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Capital Intensity

Medium

  Regulation & Policy
Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
Very High   Industry Assistance

Low / Steady

  Technology Change
High   Industry Globalization

High / Decreasing

  Competition
High / Increasing

 

Key Trends

 Rising consumer confidence has increased spending on
costly industry purchases

 Some operators have had difficulty competing with the lower
cost operations of international players

 Industry products are pressured by substitute products,
which are rapidly growing

 Consumer and downstream demand will likely be met by
imports

 Remaining operators will likely be those that began to
manufacture high value-added goods

 Sustained levels of import penetration will likely negatively
influence the production of industry products

 More industry operators have opted to shift entire processes
overseas to leverage lower labour costs
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players

There are no major players in this industry
SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High & Steady Barriers to Entry

  Low Customer Class Concentration

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Very high Volatility

  High Imports

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Product/Service Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  High Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  High Performance Drivers

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Housing starts
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Executive Summary Surround sound: Industry operators will likely find it difficult to stay in
such a competitive market

Industry operators' inability to adapt to an evolving business environment has adversely affected the Audio and
Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada. Globally, industry operators have offshored their manufacturing
operations to low-cost countries. Domestically, they have retained their high value-added processes, which require
research and development (R&D) expenditures. The industry has experienced high revenue volatility, with both
strong growth and steep declines over the five years to 2021, partially influenced by the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic. However, the industry has been able to offset high import penetration and flagging exports with a shift
into more niche products, which has sparked domestic demand. Specifically, industry revenue is estimated to have
expanded an annualized 4.5% to $545.5 million over the five years to 2021. This includes an anticipated revenue
growth of 3.7% in 2021 alone, as economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic is expected to be slowed by a
sharp appreciation in the Canadian dollar, growing import penetration.

Rather than investing in domestic production, a rising number of industry operators have, instead, opted to shift
entire processes overseas to leverage lower labour and regulatory costs. Due to this shift, operators are becoming
more globally competitive and receiving higher profit. However, these gains have come at the expense of operators'
domestic operations, as companies have sought to minimize domestic production costs. As a result, industry
employment is expected to grow only 0.2% over the five years to 2021, though wages will climb more quickly, as the
workers that remain are more skilled.

Demand for industry products is expected to increase over the five years to 2026. However, product demand from
corporate, consumer and other downstream markets is likely to be satisfied by imports. The value of imported audio
and video equipment is anticipated to account for a whopping 95.2% of domestic demand in 2026. Domestic
operators will likely find it difficult to stay in such a competitive market dominated by competitively priced imports
without changing their operating structure and investing more in domestic R&D initiatives. Hence, a rising number of
industry operators are expected to opt to compete on the basis of quality, rather than price. Ultimately, industry
revenue is expected to rise an annualized 2.1% to $604.0 million over the five years to 2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Housing starts

As the number of new houses constructed increases, more consumers are expected to purchase industry products.
Furthermore, housing starts also provide a macroeconomic proxy for how families are doing financially. As demand
for new houses increases, the wealth of families increases, creating a wealth effect that positively affects the
industry. The number of housing starts is expected to increase in 2021, representing a potential opportunity for the
industry.

 

Demand from car and automobile manufacturing

The Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada generates revenue from the sale of audio and
video automotive equipment. As demand for cars and automobiles increases, demand for industry products also
increases. Demand from car and automobile manufacturing is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

The Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index measures the Canadian dollar against the currencies of its
major trading partners. As international trade plays a significant role in the Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry in Canada, exchange rates determine domestic manufacturers' ability to compete based on
price. A depreciating dollar makes Canadian goods more competitive on the global market, while an appreciating
dollar makes domestic goods less desirable. The CEER index is expected to rise sharply in 2021, posing a potential
threat to the industry.

 

Per capita disposable income

Audio and video equipment is often considered discretionary and more affordable substitutes are available. When
disposable income increases, the industry benefits as consumers' discretionary income increases and people
become more likely to purchase discretionary goods. Per capita disposable income is expected to fall in 2021, but
remain above pre-COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic levels.

 

Corporate profit

When businesses are successful, they often spend more on their communications and security systems, which
include industry products such as monitors, TVs and speakers. Therefore, businesses such as restaurants, clubs
and retail stores are more likely to purchase industry products or service their existing equipment when profit is high.
Corporate profit is expected to grow in 2021.
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Current
Performance

Structurally, the electronic sector has been permanently changed by the
effects of offshoring to low-cost countries.

Countries such as Mexico and China have become manufacturing hubs for products made in the Audio and Video
Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada. The attraction to foreign manufacturers has come because of several
factors including lower wages, proximity to lower-cost inputs and the development of infrastructure and affordable
communication systems. Sharp appreciation in the Canadian dollar over 2021 helped reduce import penetration, as
did an increase in domestic demand that has been satisfied by domestic operators, particularly with niche products.
As a result, industry revenue is expected to expand an annualized 4.5% to $545.5 million over the five years to
2021. This includes a 3.7% growth in revenue in 2021 alone as the global economy begins to recover from the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which resulted in a severe contraction in revenue over 2020 due to halted
manufacturing activity and high levels of economic uncertainty. This expansion is forecast to be mitigated by an
intense appreciation in the Canadian dollar over 2021, which will make imports much more attractive than domestic
goods, while also preventing more pronounced export growth.

MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Retail markets through which industry products are sold have been on the
rise over the past five years.

Consumer confidence, although anticipated to fall over the five years to 2021, is only forecast to do so because of
the pandemic and has grown in every other year. This has encouraged consumers to spend on costly purchases,
ultimately aiding retail sales. The rise in retail sales has been driven by steady improvements in income growth, as
noted by the annualized rise in per capita disposable income. Furthermore, low interest rates have enabled
consumers to more easily pay their debt obligations, limiting the adverse effects of rising debt levels on retail
spending. Often, rising household debt makes consumers warier of purchasing goods. This was not much of a
problem over the past five years, in part because of the low interest rates charged on those loans. Businesses are
also major purchasers of industry products. Noncommodity-based industries have fared relatively well over the past
five years because of stronger consumer conditions.

WORKER PRODUCTIVITY AND R&D EXPENDITURE

As the process of manufacturing goods became more cost effective
through offshoring, higher wage countries (i.e. developed countries)
shifted toward producing complex, high value-added goods.
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Countries such as Finland and South Korea began producing high profit goods that are not so easily substituted
because of their required proximity to local markets and intensive research and development (R&D). To switch to a
high value-added structure, industry operators must have highly skilled and productive workers, in addition to
intensive R&D reinvestment.

In Canada, industry operators have sought to minimize domestic production costs, while opting to invest in facilities
overseas. Traditionally, multinational companies could leverage Canadian skilled labour for value-added
procedures, primarily R&D. However, a consequence of increased offshoring has been a reduction in operators'
domestic R&D investment, as it is becoming increasingly cost effective to move entire production processes abroad.
Consequently, industry productivity has declined. This is evidenced by falling industry wages, contracting revenue
per employee and a relatively stagnant labour force.

Since the industry has underinvested in R&D for more than a decade, a structural problem has hampered industry
growth. Only those companies with niche products or those with considerable operations can compete effectively in
the industry. An increasing number of operators have entered the industry over the five years to 2021, investing in
domestic R&D and leading to them creating higher value products, which enable them to compete globally.
Consequently, the number of industry operators is estimated to increase an annualized 0.6% to 254 companies over
the five years to 2021. However, without highly specialized operations, some operators have had difficulty
competing with the lower cost operations of international industry players. Thus, despite revenue gains in most
years of the five-year period, industry operators continued to limit their hiring in anticipation of lower demand.
Industry employment is expected to increase marginally, rising an annualized 0.2% to 1,199 people during the five-
year period. Due to the coronavirus pandemic causing the industry to operate at a loss in 2020, industry profit, which
is measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to fall from 11.2% of revenue in 2016 to 5.0% in
2021.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

Canadian industry operators are losing ground to companies in other
countries, while domestic operators have struggled to find markets
abroad.

Industry exports are estimated to decrease an annualized 8.7% to $223.9 million over the five years to 2021.
Similarly, exports as a percentage of revenue are expected to contract during the period, from 80.5% of revenue in
2016 to an estimated 41.0% in 2021, as the industry experienced profound domestic growth over 2018 that was not
mirrored internationally. During the same period, the total value of imported industry products is expected to
increase an annualized 10.0% to $8.0 billion, though this figure is almost entirely due to expected growth in 2021 as
the economy recovers from the pandemic. The increase in overall trade volume is indicative of the incline in
domestic demand for industry products from low-wage manufacturing countries such as China and Mexico.
However, overall, industry products are pressured by substitute products, which are rapidly growing. This
occurrence is not unique to Canada. Globally, audio and video equipment manufacturing is being threatened by the
development of smartphones and tablets. As domestic demand for industry products shrinks, imports will likely
continue to satisfy the bulk of this demand. Without any structural changes in this industry, there is little indication
that this trend will reverse.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Canadian
Effective

Exchange
Rate

(Index)
2012 387 117 170 169 1,303 254 5,806 92.4 5,939 131
2013 393 138 230 184 1,210 219 5,296 93.8 5,470 127
2014 424 141 251 202 1,248 255 4,994 91.8 5,162 119
2015 479 167 243 222 1,217 333 5,032 92.4 5,178 110
2016 437 132 249 246 1,189 352 4,967 73.1 5,052 108
2017 441 136 260 254 1,409 402 5,287 80.1 5,327 110
2018 645 172 272 259 1,428 351 5,112 107 5,405 109
2019 585 126 274 267 1,293 317 4,993 94.7 5,261 109
2020 526 88.1 254 248 1,168 221 4,955 85.4 5,261 108
2021 546 127 260 254 1,199 224 7,994 87.9 8,316 115
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Industry Outlook
Outlook As both disposable income and corporate profit are anticipated to rise, so

will demand for the Canadian Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing
industry's products.

Nonetheless, the number of housing starts is expected to decrease an annualized 3.3% over the five years to 2026,
potentially undermining demand for home entertainment systems and replacement purchases for newer video and
audio equipment. In downstream industries such as automotive manufacturing, demand for industry products is
anticipated to account for an increasingly larger share of industry revenue. This will likely be due to the fact that a
growing majority of corporate, consumer and downstream demand will be met by imports, providing little benefit to
industry operators. Consequently, industry revenue is estimated to grow an annualized 2.1% to $604.0 million over
the five years to 2026 as the economy recovers from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

INCREASED COMPETITION WITH NEW TECHNOLOGY

Increasingly, the growth of multiservice systems that provide
communication, information and entertainment is tightening the breadth
of products in this industry.

Once a large revenue generator, MP3 players have slowly become dated and rendered redundant by digital audio
players embedded in smartphones and tablets. Similarly, the growth of Netflix and other streaming services, such as
Amazon Prime, is resulting in a shift away from DVDs, adversely affecting DVD player sales. This trend is likely to
continue as competitors seek to expand the service offerings of their products, resulting in increased competition
between industry operators and others. Mainly, competition will likely intensify from the Computer Peripheral
Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 33411bCA) and the Software Publishing industry in Canada
(51121CA), in addition to game console manufacturing and telecommunications apparatus manufacturing, over the
five years to 2026.

New industry products will continue being introduced as technological shifts occur. Recently, products in the video
segment have been geared toward 4K TVs and internet-compatible systems. Overall, as industry products become
more advanced, demand for high value-added goods will likely increase. If industry manufacturers begin to invest
more in research and development (R&D), demand for industry products will likely increase as Canada becomes
specialized in high value-added goods and is recognized for its leadership in emerging technologies.

This, however, is unlikely to occur, given the historical risk aversion of industry operators. Thus, there is little
indication that large inflows in R&D departments will occur. Consequently, the industry is expected to continue to be
marginalized in global markets over the five years to 2026. During this time, smaller, nonemployer operators will
likely continue to enter the industry to cater to niche markets, while other industry operators will consider moving
less profitable operations abroad or exiting the industry altogether. IBISWorld projects that the number of industry
operators will grow an annualized 1.4% to 272 companies over the next five years. As the number of industry
operators rises, the total number of employees in this industry will also expand, climbing an annualized 1.5% to
1,289 people over the five years to 2026. The remaining operators in this industry will likely be those that began to
manufacture high value-added goods by investing more heavily in R&D. With increased R&D expenditure, operators
will be better positioned to manufacture high value-added goods, which when combined with economic recovery
from the coronavirus pandemic, will likely result in greater profit margin. Profit, measured as earnings before interest
and taxes, is expected to increase from 5.0% of revenue in 2021 to 5.2% in 2026.
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EXPANDING GLOBAL MARKET

Sustained levels of import penetration are expected to negatively
influence the production of audio and video equipment, as imports are
projected to service almost all of domestic demand.

However, though import penetration will remain above 95.0% over the next five years, a depreciation in the
Canadian dollar is expected to cause imports to shrink an annualized 2.6% to $7.0 billion over the five years to
2026. While the overall level of demand for industry products will marginally decline as consumers continue to
purchase smartphones, PCs and tablets, those who do purchase industry products normally buy imports. In
response to high imports and shrinking domestic demand, industry operators will have to adjust their operations.
Some operators will likely globalize and move their production operations abroad to remain profitable, while others
will stay in Canada to focus on high value-added goods that boost exports.

The exodus of operators from the industry will enable players that invest substantially in R&D to account for a larger
portion of the industry's revenue. Other operators will seek to become leaders in emerging technology. As a result,
IBISWorld estimates that exports will increase an annualized 2.3% to $250.4 million over the five years to 2026,
amid a forecast depreciation in the Canadian dollar. Exports are expected to remain a significant source of industry
revenue, constituting a safety net for the industry.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Canadian
Effective

Exchange
Rate  (Index)

2021 546 127 260 254 1,199 224 7,994 87.9 8,316 115
2022 573 133 266 260 1,241 236 7,619 91.2 7,957 114
2023 583 135 270 265 1,259 241 7,422 92.6 7,764 113
2024 591 137 274 268 1,275 244 7,281 93.8 7,628 113
2025 597 138 276 270 1,283 247 7,139 94.5 7,489 112
2026 604 139 278 272 1,289 250 7,003 95.1 7,356 112
2027 611 141 280 274 1,300 254 6,874 95.9 7,231 111
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

Industry operators are shifting toward high value products to compete with global markets

The industry’s operations and structure are indicative of a mature industry

IVA is growing at a slower rate than the overall economy

The Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada is estimated to experience increases in revenue
in wages, but only a slight expansion of employment as workers become more skilled. Overall, industry value added
(IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the economy, is projected to decrease an annualized 0.5% over
the 10 years to 2026. Meanwhile, Canadian GDP is expected to rise an annualized 2.0% during the same period. An
IVA growth rate lower than that of the national GDP puts an industry in its mature stage. Additionally, the industry's
operations and structure are also indicative of an industry in its mature stage. This maturity comes despite years of
declines and is the culmination of several factors stemming from high import competition and continued offshoring.
Industry operators have been forced to innovate and seek higher margin products to manufacture to compete in the
global market. Structurally, the industry is not likely to experience a return to prominence. However, the
development of newer technology may enable the industry to do so.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Movie Theatres in Canada

Automobile Electronics Manufacturing in Canada

Consumer Electronics Stores in Canada

2nd Tier

Consumers in Canada

Car & Automobile Manufacturing in Canada

SUV & Light Truck Manufacturing in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Circuit Board & Electronic Component Manufacturing in
Canada

Semiconductor & Other Electronic Component
Manufacturing in Canada

Electronic Part & Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Glass Product Manufacturing in Canada

Other Plastic Product Manufacturing in Canada

Electrical Equipment Manufacturing in Canada

Wire & Cable Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  SPEAKERS

Speakers are expected to remain steady as a share of the Canadian Audio
and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry's revenue over the five
years to 2021, as the number of movie theatres has remained largely
stagnant during the period.

With the transition to digital, movie theatres are updating their speaker systems for compatibility with new features
such as Dolby Surround 7.1. However, due to the increase in streaming movies and TV shows with streaming
devices such as Netflix and Hulu, movie theatre attendance has been suffering. Therefore, movie theatres' ability to
update equipment is limited. However, original equipment manufacturers buy speakers to incorporate them into final
goods such as smartphones and computers. With Paradigm Electronics Inc. leading most operators in research and
development (R&D) expenditure, speakers are expected to take up a larger portion of revenue in the future. This
segment is expected to comprise 49.3% of revenue over 2021.

AUTOMOTIVE

The production of automotive audio and video equipment has increased
from the previous period, despite a decline in automobile manufacturing,
as these manufacturers have introduced more complex components, such
as LCD touch screens and microphones, into their vehicles.

However, its segment has remained limited, representing 4.1% of revenue in 2021. The motor vehicle market
experienced unprecedented consumer demand for information and entertainment in cars. Such demand has
increased per car revenue from such systems over the past five years, a trend that is expected to continue over the
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five years to 2026. This segment includes audio and video system component production, such as radios and LCD
screens.

TVS AND ACCESSORIES

The TVs and accessories segment includes TV manufacturing, which has
mostly moved abroad.

Imports of TVs have grown as a share of revenue due mainly to rapid growth in demand for flat panel liquid crystal
display (LCD) and plasma TVs, for which there is a lack of domestic production capacity. Also, companies are
replacing older domestic manufacturing facilities with plants in countries such as Mexico, where more affordable
labour and lower taxes cut production costs. Other components of this product segment include DVRs, set-top
boxes and remote controls. Increasingly, however, such products are also manufactured abroad. Despite this, this
segment has increased as a share of revenue over the past five years to reach 10.6% in 2021, a trend that is not
expected to change in the near future.

OTHER

The other consumer audio and video equipment segment includes video
cameras, jukeboxes, amplifiers and public address systems.

Also included in this segment are products not easily found or often sought. For products such as these, outsourcing
has proven costlier than domestic production. Since many of these products are either highly specialized or
relatively rare, manufacturers have changed their supply chains to reduce inventory costs. By bringing production to
the Canada, some operators have been able to shorten the time required to receive parts previously outsourced,
enabling them to fulfill orders in a timelier manner while reducing inventory levels.

Demand
Determinants

New technologies

Oftentimes, demand for the Canadian Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry's products increases as
new iterations of existing technology are created. The introduction of DVDs and DVD players over the past decade
created a spike in demand for these products while stifling demand for CDs and CD players. Similarly, the creation
and continued improvement of flat screen TVs have led to the fall of cathode-ray tube (CRT) TVs. Historically,
demand trends for electronics began in Japan and then made their way to the Americas, Europe and other regions.
With the advent of digital technology, however, product life cycles have shortened considerably. As a result, demand
is no longer easily forecasted and expected. Instead, it springs up almost simultaneously in different countries, with
the exception of specialized products. This has reduced the advantages previously realized by countries first to
manufacture and adopt a product.

Innovations and trends in complimentary industries may also have the effect of boosting demand. The growth of
iTunes and online music formats is directly responsible for the growth of MP3 players, which subsequently led to the
growth of headphones. In this way, a change in how a process is completed, such as listening to music, creates
demand for the necessary products. When Apple changed the process of charging an iPhone by changing its
charging port, there was a boom in demand for updated support devices, such as stereos with new docks.

Price and income

Overall, consumers respond to price declines for industry equipment by purchasing these products for the first time
or updating their current equipment. This is especially true for higher-priced products, such as flat panel TVs. When
these TVs were first introduced, there was a considerable spike in demand, even though they were not practically
available for a range of consumers. As the prices fell with improved manufacturing processes and more affordable
input prices, demand for flat-screen TVs rose and remained higher than it had in earlier years. Thus, the purchases
of a particular audio or video product can accelerate once a particular price-point is reached. Globally, the prices for
audio and video products are falling for a variety of reasons such as component commoditization, expanding
production capacity and advances in materials and manufacturing and supply chain techniques.

Just as price declines stimulate consumer demand, increases in disposable income generally increase the likelihood
that an industry product is purchased. Although the consumer electronics segment is somewhat resistant to
economic downturn, the marginal increase in disposable income has played a part in decreasing the volume of
substitutes imported, which are more affordable. Furthermore, an increase in disposable income is expected to
generate more demand for downstream products, such as automobiles, which increases demand for industry
products. However, this heightened demand is unlikely to benefit domestic operators, as import penetration is so
high in this industry. Despite import volume declining, the overwhelming majority of domestic demand is satisfied by
imports, a trend that is not expected to change over the next five years.

Other
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Demographic factors, such as age, affect demand for audio and video equipment. Although older consumers tend to
have more disposable income, younger adults have historically spent more on certain industry products such as
headphones. According to Accenture PLC's 2013 Consumer Electronics Report, an estimated 56.0% of global
consumers of electronics were 44 years old or less in 2013. An aging population, therefore, is unlikely to boost
industry demand in the years to come. Additionally, younger adults are more likely to form new households, which
often equates to purchases of industry products, such as surround sound systems and home entertainment sets.

Lastly, demand for cars and automobile production volumes affects the portion of industry demand that relates to
audio and video products used in automobiles. Although some of this demand will be met by imports, the automobile
manufacturing industry is still likely to source a portion of their inputs domestically.

The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to erode demand for industry products. As a result of increased
economic uncertainty, manufacturing activity has fallen, reducing downstream demand from manufacturers that use
industry products in their own components, particularly automobile manufacturers. Additionally, governments have
imposed strict protocols aimed at reducing the spread of the virus that have made international trade more difficult.
This has cut into export activity, further reducing international demand.

Major Markets

  EXPORTS

Exports account for an estimated 41.0% of the Canadian Audio and Video
Equipment Manufacturing industry's revenue in 2021.

The only significant destinations for exports of industry products are the United States and China. Unsurprisingly,
the United States accounts for 56.6% of industry exports in 2021, as the two countries have very few barriers to
trade. Exports have fallen through the past five years due to volatile domestic conditions, in addition to the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which eroded exports over 2020. Exports are expected to grow as a share of
revenue over the next five years as an anticipated depreciation in the Canadian dollar is expected to make domestic
products more attractive in the international marketplace.

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS

Outside of export revenue, audio and video products sold in the domestic
market are primarily purchased by wholesalers and retailers, that then sell
or resell products for household and commercial consumers.

As a result, industry operators distribute directly to mass merchandisers and specialist retailers, which represent
major market segments for the industry. Retailers are expected to account for 28.8% of industry revenue in 2021,
while wholesalers are expected to account for 15.3%. These segments have grown as a share of revenue over the
past five years, as exports have severely declined.

AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURERS AND OTHER

Some manufacturers that purchase industry products are vertically
integrated and have their own distribution operations.

The most significant buyers of industry products in the manufacturing sector are automotive manufacturers, as they
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procure industry products for installation in new cars and trucks. Consequently, automotive manufacturers are
anticipated to account for 10.7% of industry revenue in 2021, which has increased over the past five years. Other
markets are expected to account for 4.2% of revenue in 2021.

International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Decreasing

Imports in this industry are    High and Increasing

Imports

Import penetration in the Canadian Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry is very high. This is largely
the result of global players experiencing larger cost advantages by offshoring production to low-cost countries. As is
the case in the United States, many Canadian brand owners have either increased the proportion of manufacturing
capacity conducted at their plants overseas or simply outsourced more production to companies that manufacture
overseas. In conjunction with expanding operations abroad, many companies with plants in Canada have also
downsized their Canadian operations. Slightly less than 70.0% of the value of audio and video equipment imports
originate from China and Mexico. Including the value of those from the United States, the top three importers are
expected to account for 76.9% of the value of all imports in 2021. Imports are anticipated to account for 96.1% of
domestic demand in 2021, the value of which are expected to grow an annualized 10.0% to reach $8.0 billion over
the five years to 2021. This surge is likely due to the sharp appreciation of the Canadian dollar over 2021, which is
expected to result in a 61.3% growth in imports over the year. As the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic recedes
and manufacturing activity picks back up, the dollar's appreciation will lead manufacturers to find more competitive
products internationally, leaving domestic operators with a slower recovery process. However, imports are forecast
to shrink an annualized 2.6% over the five years to 2026 amid a forecast depreciation of the Canadian dollar.

Exports

Exports have experienced the opposite over the five years to 2021. Despite accounting for 80.5% of revenue in
2016, exports are expected to represent 41.0% of revenue in 2021, as revenue grew sharply in 2017, though
exports did not expand with it. Total exports are expected to decrease an annualized 8.7% to $223.9 million over the
five years to 2021, encapsulating volatile growth and declines during the five-year period. However, the expected
depreciation in the Canadian dollar is expected to result in exports expanding an annualized 2.3% to reach $250.4
million over the five years to 2021. More than 50.0% of exports are destined for the United States and China (5.3%)
is the only other country with a share of more than 5.0% of Canadian exports.

The industry is expected to experience tough trading conditions, which will ultimately result in decreased revenue,
due to the pandemic. Governments added additional logistical hurdles aimed at reducing the spread of the virus,
which when combined with slowing manufacturing activity due to high levels of economic uncertainty, resulted in
sharply declining exports over 2020.
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Business
Locations

  There is a variety of factors that affect the location of establishments held by operators in the Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry in Canada. In the industry, proximity to customers, export markets and demand from downstream markets
play a large role in determining where operations are set. Consequently, industry activity is mostly concentrated in areas that are
more heavily populated. Alternatively, businesses are located in areas close to the headquarters of movie theatres and auto
producers.

For these reasons, industry activity is mostly concentrated in Ontario and Quebec. Ontario is expected to account for 43.2% of all
industry establishments nationally in 2021. This is in large part due to the size of its population, which accounts for 38.8% of the
total Canadian population. Being the largest province in Canada, Ontario has a high concentration of consumers and downstream
buyers. Furthermore, Ontario is a large exporter of motor vehicle parts due to its proximity to the United States, enabling
automobile manufacturers to get their parts from one central geographical location. Quebec is expected to account for 35.9% of
establishments in 2021, which is similarly above its population distribution in Canada, as the province accounts for 22.5% of the
population. Quebec is not an exporter of downstream parts, but does have a high level of population with relatively low wages.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

Revenue generated by the two largest companies in the Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in
Canada are estimated to account for less than 5.0% of revenue in 2021. This low market concentration among the
top players is the result of less competitive product pipelines than foreign companies. Given a large amount of
technological change that occurs in this industry, continued success is reliant on an operator's ability to continually
develop new products. This requires substantial research and development (R&D) expenditure. One benefit of high
levels of R&D reinvestment is the increased likelihood of attracting multinational companies seeking to invest in
higher value-added manufacturing. Additionally, the industry is plagued by a lack of venture capital, as Canada's
venture capital industry is significantly smaller than the United States. This lack of capital has limited the number of
start-ups in this company. Start-up companies are often very useful in developing new technologies, which can then
be acquired or partnered with other players to strengthen product pipelines. Without these resources, Canadian
players have found it difficult to compete on price with low-cost countries and on quality with high-cost countries.
The larger players in this industry are privately held and are much smaller than the multinational operators in the
global industry. The number of small businesses may result in a slight increase in concentration amid the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. As these operators may not have large cash reserves or a wide range of buyers to
withstand the tough economic conditions, they may be forced to exit the industry, merge with another industry player
or be acquired by a larger company.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having contacts within key markets:
It is important for audio and video equipment manufacturers to have access to local and foreign markets, especially
as industry exports grow as a share of production.

Access to the latest available and most efficient technology and techniques:
Access to technological developments through R&D and the development of strategic alliances can promote a
viable product portfolio.

Establishment of brand names:
While many professional clients, such as cinemas, make decisions based on product capabilities, a strong brand
name can influence their ultimate choice. Likewise, many consumers associate quality with certain brands.

Having links with suppliers:
Producers that establish and keep up relations with reliable, low-cost suppliers are most competitive because
suppliers can streamline the process of bringing products to market.

Economies of scale:
Large-scale producers generally have a lower cost per unit due to the higher quantity of goods they make and the
high fixed cost of setting up operations. They are also more prominent on the market, enabling price markups and
further increasing profit.

Access to highly skilled workforce:
Skilled staff in R&D, manufacturing, marketing and sales drives a company to succeed in the market place.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
estimated to account for 5.0% of revenue in 2021. Profit has fallen in
recent years revenue volatility, flagging export figures and the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which resulted in brutal operating
conditions over 2020. Many industry operators have shifted toward
creating more high-value products to compete with foreign low-wage
operators. Profit margin can vary significantly among companies and
depend on the strength and competitive position of a company's
product line and what target market they operate in. Larger companies
in this industry have the ability to move their less profitable operations
abroad. Profit as a percentage of revenue has fallen from 11.2% in
2016.

 

  Wages

Wages are estimated to account for 16.1% of the average operator's
total revenue in 2021. This marks a decline from 16.7% in 2016. This
drop in wages can be explained by the stagnation in the number of
employees despite the shift toward higher-value products, which has
generated higher revenue totals. Similar to other manufacturing
industries, this industry is very reliant on skilled labour. As the pool of
skilled workers remains limited, the bargaining power of workers
increases, permitting them to demand pay raises, which explains the
increase in average wage over the past five years.
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  Purchases

The industry's major expense is the cost of material inputs. Purchases
are expected to account for 44.3% of revenue in 2021. Similar to other
manufacturing operations, this industry uses a variety of inputs,
including semiconductors, electromechanical components and
assemblies and raw materials, such as plastics, metal and wood in their
manufacturing process. As commodity prices have started to recover,
this share has grown over the past five years.

 

  Marketing

Marketing costs are expected to account for 6.1% of industry revenue
in 2021, a share that has increased over the past five years as
competition has grown.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation is expected to account for 2.1% of industry revenue in
2021.
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  Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 3.8% of industry revenue in
2021.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs are expected to account for 0.6% of industry revenue in
2021.

 

  Other Costs

Research and development (R&D) expenses in this industry, a
significant proportion of which is included in employee expenses, tend
to be higher than most industries due to short product life cycles and
intense competition. However, the percentage of revenue dedicated to
R&D is less in this industry than in its foreign counterparts. The amount
spent on warranties can vary significantly by operators in this industry.
Generally, warranty costs are calculated based on the term of the
warranty, sales volumes and past levels of repairs or replacements.
Other costs are expected to account for 22.0% of industry revenue in
2021.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

Globally, brand names can be a significant basis of competition, giving
signals to consumers regarding product quality in the Audio and Video
Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada.

More established market players offer a range of products and have gained a greater market presence and product
acceptance. Given the importance of brand, marketing is a significant expenditure for operators. One key marketing
strategy, advertising, can promote the attributes of a product to affect a product's perceived quality. Thus, brand
recognition, when coupled with variety in products, enables companies to elicit a sense of loyalty. Loyal customers
are more likely to accept price increases, buy new iterations of a product and recommend industry products to
others. This type of marketing strategy is pursued by the larger global players in the Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry. Consequently, companies compete with each other for a strong brand reputation or just
brand recognition in general.

At the product level, changes in customer demand, short product life cycles and intense competition require
companies to regularly improve existing products and introduce new products to remain relevant to customers. This
is where research and development (R&D) activities come into play. R&D can help in the improvement of existing
products or in the creation of new products. However, the success of a product is not simply a function of how much
a company spends on R&D. There are risks involved and companies can choose the right or wrong technological
standard. One example of this is Sony Corporation's (Sony) Blu-ray reading technology. By successfully integrating
this technology into its game console, Sony became the example adopted by other companies in the industry and
Toshiba Corporation's HD-DVD technology died as a result.

Audio and video producers also compete for strong relationships that benefit their supply chains. A strong
distribution network is integral in promoting and maximizing sales. Through effective and extensive distribution
networks, companies are able to optimally place their products in their customer's hands. Oftentimes, it is seemingly
impossible for smaller companies to obtain a competitive network. When such is the case, some companies develop
strategic alliances with other companies to avail or combine R&D strengths. Other companies may partner to
promote a particular technology standard, which is what Sony was able to do successfully with Blu-ray.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

With high levels of import penetration, domestic companies contend with
strong price competition from foreign manufacturers.

Similar to how industry operators compete internally on brand and product, international operators compete with
domestic operators on brand, product but more importantly, on price. The cost of production varies with cost of
labour, material inputs and exchange rates. Nonetheless, production abroad generally benefits from lower-wage
workers, lower taxes or potentially from more affordable input costs related to proximity of suppliers. As a result,
foreign manufacturers are able to compete with this industry based primarily on price.

Aside from competition with global industry operators, this industry also experiences competition from substitute
products. Increasingly, the idea of single-function products is disappearing in this industry. For example, laptops
come with built-in speakers, which reduce demand for separate computer speakers. Similarly, smartphone
companies are working with speaker and camera manufacturers to improve the phone's quality. This type of
competition is expected to increase over the five years and contribute to the decline of domestic demand for industry
products.

The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is also forecast to result in increased competition amid high levels of
economic uncertainty and trade difficulties. As many industry products are used by downstream manufacturers in
other products, including automobiles, the decline in manufacturing cut into demand. Additionally, export
opportunities were limited as governments imposed additional logistical hurdles associated with trade as a way to
attempt to curb the spread of the virus. As a result, the market shrank for industry products and operators were
forced to compete more fiercely for the remaining revenue opportunities.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    High and the trend is Steady
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  The Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry
in Canada is classified as having high barriers to entry
mainly because of the initial capital needed to purchase
production facilities, establish distribution networks and
commence research and development (R&D). This
requires high initial investment in machinery, product
specifications and testing. In most segments, it is
necessary for producers to regularly make significant
investments in R&D to continue introducing innovative
products. Subsequently, this is a high-technology industry
that often incorporates patented intellectual property. A
new entrant would likely require a legal consult to file or
research patents to prevent future complications.

In addition, established brands and cost advantages for
larger companies offer large companies a fair number of
advantages (relative to newcomers). Strong brand
recognition can increase demand for a certain company's
products while large-scale operations can give companies
significant bargaining power over suppliers. Lastly, the
size of a company's operations can spread R&D,
production, marketing and distribution costs over larger
revenue bases, resulting in higher profit. This does not
necessarily prevent an operator from entering the market,
but it does significantly reduce their ability to compete.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change High  

Regulation & Policy Medium  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Decreasing

  Many of the companies that produce and sell products in the Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in
Canada are large international players. Large companies often design a product in one country, manufacture the product
in another country and then sell that product globally, which is why trade is so high in this industry. Furthermore, the
largest audio and video equipment suppliers in Canada are subsidiaries of foreign companies, which tend to manufacture
products outside the country. Globalization is partially limited to the size of the country. The Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry in Canada is considerably smaller than in other markets, so the number of domestic operators
large enough to establish operations in foreign countries is limited.

This high level of globalization and reliance on trade is expected to result in revenue declines amid the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. For more information, see the International Trade chapter.
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Major Companies
There are no major players in this industry

Other Companies Axion Technologies Ltd.

  Market Share: 0.4%
  Quebec-based Axion Technologies Ltd. (Axion) is a global designer, manufacturer and supplier of information and

entertainment systems for mass transit operators. The company is currently a subsidiary of Luminator Technology
Group. Founded in 1974, Axion entered the mass transit systems market in 1980. Since then, the company has
expanded its operations to control three subsidiaries with manufacturing capabilities in Canada, the United States,
Denmark and Germany. Through these subsidiaries, the company sells its products in more than 25 states in the
United States and 20 European countries. Across all establishments, Axion employs an estimated 200 people.

Axion Canada is divided into two business groups, which are rail and bus. Under these two segments, the company
offers nearly four identical product classes, which include audio communication systems, display systems,
entertainment systems and video closed circuit TV (CCTV). Axion Canada's audio communication systems comprise
a variety of audio products, including radio broadcasting, public announcement systems, emergency contact
systems and loudspeakers. Nearly all products in this segment are industry specific, with the exception of any two-
way communications systems. The next segment, display systems, comprises LED and LCD display systems used
to convey relevant information to transit riders. Next, the company's entertainment segment manufactures digital
systems capable of playing music, videos and games following riders' seats. These systems use a combination of
display screens, CD players and DVD players, which are all classified as industry products. Lastly, the company's
video CCTV segment manufactures video surveillance systems with analytic capabilities. In this segment, the
software needed to perform video analytics is not included in this industry. Axion Canada is privately held and thus
does not disclose its financial information. However, IBISWorld estimates that the company's Canadian subsidiary
will generate $2.1 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021.

Paradigm Electronics Inc.

  Market Share: 0.4%
  Founded in 1982, Paradigm Electronics Inc. (Paradigm) entered audio equipment manufacturing with the

introduction of its Model 7 and Model 9 speakers at the Toronto audio show. Since then, the company has grown
into one of the largest audio research and development (R&D) providers in the world, with operations in almost 60
countries. Located in Mississauga, ON, the company's 934.5 cubic metre (33,000 cubic feet) headquarters houses
the bulk of its speaker R&D operations. This facility is shared with Anthem Electronics, the sister company of
Paradigm. Anthem Electronics produces audio receivers, amplifiers and audio/visual processors. However, revenue
generated by Anthem is not recorded by Paradigm. Aside from its headquarters, the company also has an advanced
research centre in Ottawa, where it works on its subwoofer technology. Furthermore, Paradigm is privately held and
therefore keeps no public records of its financial statements.

Structurally, Paradigm's products can be segmented into three business units, which include consumer electronics,
support accessories and loudspeakers. In the consumer electronics segment, the company offers a variety of audio
products such as amplifiers, processors, receivers and headphones. Though comparatively less extensive than its
speaker collection, Paradigm offers seven different headphone models within its sole headphone series. Moreover,
the company's amplifier has two different models, the X-850 and the X-300, making the consumer electronics
segment the most limited in terms of product offerings. Conversely, the company's accessories segment has a large
variety of items customized to fit different speaker models. In this segment, there are different types of stands
available for different speaker models, ranging from in-wall structures to ceiling casings to upright stands. Lastly, the
company's largest segment, loudspeakers, has an extensive product offering list with more than 120 models.
Products in this segment are categorized by their use, including outdoor speakers, rear sound speakers, soundbars,
home systems and subwoofers.

Despite being recognized globally as a premier speaker brand, Paradigm lacks the advertising power of giants such
as Bose Corporation and is thus known mainly among audiophiles. As a result, the company has experienced less
commercial success in the consumer market. The company has, however, proven to be a giant in the Canadian
market, with a majority of its manufacturing occurring domestically. IBISWorld estimates the company will generate
$2.1 million through the sale of industry-relevant products in 2021.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The average company in the Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry in Canada spends an estimated
$0.13 on capital for every $1.00 spent on labour in 2021.
Although capital investments are considerably higher for
start-up companies in the industry, as discussed in the
Barriers to Entry section, the maintenance of facilities does
not require similar levels of capital. Furthermore, capital
costs are also relatively low because nonlabour-related
research and development (R&D) expenditures are
excluded from capital costs. If they were to be included,
capital intensity would rise somewhat given that R&D costs
tend to be higher in the electronic manufacturing sector
than others. The industry's capital costs have remained
stable over the five years to 2021.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Very Low Rate of Entry Very
Unlikely

Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Very Low Market
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

Industry operators are exposed to a low rate of new entrants and a moderate level of entry barriers. This combination of
factors creates an environment where entry trends are not a key threat of disruption.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

The most relevant technological disruption in the Canadian Audio and Video
Equipment Manufacturing industry has been the pressure from online
streaming and the shift in entertainment consumption preferences.

These disruptive forces have caused industry products to be replaced by laptops and smartphones due to streaming
content from Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO Go and other popular streaming platforms. Furthermore, cellphone
cameras have advanced rapidly in recent years, to a point that most cellphone cameras can easily replace point and shoot
handheld video cameras. Many operators in the industry are failing to adapt to the change in consumer preferences.

The level of technology change is    High

  Gaining and maintaining the perception of being an innovator is a challenge
each operator in the Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in
Canada experiences.

Product life cycles consist of four main stages, which include introduction, growth, maturity and decline. Generally, a
product is introduced and product awareness is emphasized to create a market for the product. Then in the growth phase,
brand preference rises as market share increases. Subsequently, growth begins to taper in the maturity only to begin
decreasing in the decline stage. In this industry, product life cycles tend to be short with products entering their mature or
declining stages as the next iteration of a product line is introduced. Often times, the introduction stage of the next product
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version occurs before the current model has entered its mature stage. This is a phenomenon experienced by all operators
in this industry regardless of the country the manufacturing occurs in.

To compete under these conditions, it is necessary to have a research and development (R&D) department working on a
company's product pipeline. Thus, R&D departments in this industry focus on developing new products while maintaining a
competitive cost structure (such as reducing manufacturing expenses). R&D spending accounts for almost 5.0% of industry
revenue. Initially, the shift to digital technologies led to a wave of innovation and new product introductions. Currently, there
is a shift from those initial digital technologies to higher quality, more compact and higher capacity versions. That is to say,
most of the innovation experienced in this industry over the past five years is attributed to shift toward higher definition
DVDs, higher capacity digital audio players and introductions to higher definition settings in TVs.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Very High

  The Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing industry in Canada is
embedded with a very high level of revenue volatility, given the nature of
change in this industry, as there is a high level of product change.

Products in this industry are characterized by their short life cycle and a need for continuous design and development
efforts. The ability to maintain high levels of development directly influences industry sales and output. Sales, in turn, are
affected by changes to the consumer base such as disposable income and preference, which can be volatile. Movements
in consumer spending can also affect the levels of retailers' inventories. When retailers attempt to minimize their warehouse
holding costs, they often make orders as needed which can cause volatility in orders.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Medium and the trend is Steady

Given the breadth of products included in the Audio and Video Equipment
Manufacturing industry in Canada, the regulations and policies that affect
industry operators vary.

As it pertains to radios in this industry, the Radiocommunication Act and the Radiocommunication regulations state that
operators that manufacture, import, distribute or sell radio devices must follow three provisions. First, operators must
ensure that their manufactured products satisfy the technical standards required by the Canadian government. Secondly,
operators must have a Technical Acceptance Certificate (TAC) if they work with certain types of equipment. One of the
product classes that require a TAC is radio-sensitive equipment, which includes devices that can be adversely affected by
radiocommunication emissions such as portable radio transmitters. Certain items, such as satellite TV receivers must meet
technical standards but do not require a TAC. Lastly, products must be labelled that they have indeed met the required
technical standards.

Aside from radiocommunication, the Energy Efficiency Regulations are concerned with the efficient use of energy by certain
products. These regulations apply to operators that manufacture, import or sell classified products that are manufactured in
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a Canadian province. Industry operators conforming to these regulations must do one of two things. First, the operator must
ensure that an energy efficiency report has been filed with the National Resources Canada before shipping a product. For
importers, there is additional information required that does not apply to this industry. Industry products included in this
regulation are TVs and video and compact audio products.

Outside of these specific regulations, there are a variety of national, provincial and international regulations regarding
product safety, labelling and energy-efficiency and waste. These standards are often determined by industry institutions
themselves.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

According to the Canada Border Services Agency's (CBSA) customs tariff
schedule, various industry products are found in section 16, which includes
machinery and mechanical appliances, electrical equipment, sound records
and reproducers, TV image and sound recorders and parts of such articles.

According to the schedule, there are a variety of the most favoured nation tariffs (MFN) that are applicable to industry
products. MFN is a classification granted by the Canadian government on another country, which makes it so that the
foreign country receives equal trade advantages as that of the most favoured nation.

For TVs, MFN tariffs for projectors, flat panel screen TVs and other TV receivers of colour are 5.0%, with the exception of
TVs that encase a video recording or reproducing apparatus (i.e. a video cassette player), which are taxed 5.5%. These
tariffs do not include cathode-ray tube TV sets, as they are tariff-free. Although highly specific, monochrome TV receivers
have a tariff rate of 6.0% when not classified as domestic. Similarly, pocket-sized radio cassette players not classified as
domestic carry an MNF tariff of 6.0% as do radio receivers and other apparatuses with sound recording or reproducing
functions. These nondomestic rates are a form of antidumping duties, which serve as a protectionist tariff for items thought
to be priced below market value.

Additionally, the federal government has adopted several policies to help businesses nationwide in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, including the deferment of income taxes owed between March 18, 2020 and August 31,
2020 as well as customs payments between March 27, 2020 and June 30, 2020. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy
will also support up to 75.0% of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly, for employers that experienced a decrease in
gross revenues of at least 15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May. That program will be in place until June 5,
2021.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Canadian
Effective

Exchange
Rate (Index)

2012 387 117 170 169 1,303 254 5,806 92.4 5,939 131
2013 393 138 230 184 1,210 219 5,296 93.8 5,470 127
2014 424 141 251 202 1,248 255 4,994 91.8 5,162 119
2015 479 167 243 222 1,217 333 5,032 92.4 5,178 110
2016 437 132 249 246 1,189 352 4,967 73.1 5,052 108
2017 441 136 260 254 1,409 402 5,287 80.1 5,327 110
2018 645 172 272 259 1,428 351 5,112 107 5,405 109
2019 585 126 274 267 1,293 317 4,993 94.7 5,261 109
2020 526 88.1 254 248 1,168 221 4,955 85.4 5,261 108
2021 546 127 260 254 1,199 224 7,994 87.9 8,316 115
2022 573 133 266 260 1,241 236 7,619 91.2 7,957 114
2023 583 135 270 265 1,259 241 7,422 92.6 7,764 113
2024 591 137 274 268 1,275 244 7,281 93.8 7,628 113
2025 597 138 276 270 1,283 247 7,139 94.5 7,489 112
2026 604 139 278 272 1,289 250 7,003 95.1 7,356 112

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Canadian
Effective

Exchange
Rate (%)

2012 8.41 10.1 -1.17 -0.59 -13.2 -7.81 -7.15 -2.95 -6.24 -0.20
2013 1.78 18.1 35.3 8.87 -7.14 -13.6 -8.79 1.51 -7.89 -3.46
2014 7.67 1.81 9.13 9.78 3.14 16.4 -5.71 -2.14 -5.63 -5.82
2015 13.0 18.6 -3.19 9.90 -2.49 30.6 0.76 0.65 0.30 -7.83
2016 -8.66 -20.6 2.46 10.8 -2.31 5.67 -1.30 -20.9 -2.42 -1.45
2017 0.98 2.49 4.41 3.25 18.5 14.2 6.44 9.57 5.44 1.48
2018 46.2 26.8 4.61 1.96 1.34 -12.6 -3.33 34.1 1.47 -0.63
2019 -9.32 -26.6 0.73 3.08 -9.46 -9.85 -2.32 -11.8 -2.66 -0.57
2020 -10.1 -30.2 -7.30 -7.12 -9.67 -30.4 -0.76 -9.83 -0.01 -0.59
2021 3.66 43.9 2.36 2.41 2.65 1.54 61.3 2.92 58.1 6.87
2022 5.09 4.88 2.30 2.36 3.50 5.49 -4.69 3.75 -4.32 -1.29
2023 1.74 1.50 1.50 1.92 1.45 1.94 -2.60 1.53 -2.42 -0.61
2024 1.26 1.11 1.48 1.13 1.27 1.41 -1.90 1.29 -1.76 -0.46
2025 1.13 0.95 0.72 0.74 0.62 1.26 -1.96 0.74 -1.82 -0.47
2026 1.10 0.94 0.72 0.74 0.46 1.25 -1.91 0.63 -1.77 -0.47

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 30.2 97.8 65.7 297 23.9 7.66 70,913
2013 35.1 96.8 55.7 325 23.8 5.26 77,521
2014 33.2 96.7 60.2 339 21.7 4.97 73,558
2015 34.8 97.2 69.6 393 19.3 5.01 75,924
2016 30.3 98.3 80.5 368 16.7 4.78 61,480
2017 30.7 99.3 91.1 313 18.1 5.42 56,849
2018 26.7 94.6 54.5 452 16.6 5.25 75,210
2019 21.6 94.9 54.1 453 16.2 4.72 73,241
2020 16.7 94.2 41.9 451 16.2 4.60 73,116
2021 23.2 96.1 41.0 455 16.1 4.61 73,311
2022 23.2 95.8 41.2 462 15.9 4.67 73,489
2023 23.1 95.6 41.3 463 15.9 4.66 73,550
2024 23.1 95.5 41.3 463 15.9 4.65 73,569
2025 23.1 95.3 41.4 466 15.8 4.65 73,655
2026 23.0 95.2 41.5 469 15.7 4.64 73,778

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Custom Electronic Design & Installation Association
http://www.cedia.org

Professional Lighting and Sound Association
http://www.plasa.org

Electro Federation Canada
http://www.electrofed.com

Industry Jargon ANTI-DUMPING
A trade policy that seeks to protect import-competing industries through tariffs or embargoes.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE (CRT)
TV sets that use vacuum tubes with electron emitters and a fluorescent screen to display images.

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD)
TV sets that use the light modulating properties of liquid crystals to give the view a more defined viewing experience.

OFFSHORING
The relocation of a company's business process from one country to another.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D)
Group of activities in a company that researches and develops new technologies and processes.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) TVS
TV sets designed to simulate the appearance of depth to the viewer.

VALUE-ADDED
The difference between the revenue generated and the direct cost of a process or product.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
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common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2021 IBISWorld Inc.
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